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LINCOLN LAPAZ

Some Aspects of Meteoritics
Background for much of the material to be presented in this paper will
be found in an article on meteoritics in the Southwest published in
New Mexico Quarterly in 1950; while many additional details (especially those of a mathematical natUre) that could not be included in
the present paper appear in a monograph on the effects produced by
meteorite falls contributed by the writer to the fourth volume of
Advances in Geophysics. *
In the 1950 Quarterly paper just referred to, it is pointed out that in
spite of popular notions to the contrary, the astronomical universe does
not consist solely of luminous bodies, but that a large part (quite possibly the greater part) of the matter in our universe is nonluminous. It
is this dark matter that provides the material substratum of the science
of meteoritics. The individual solid bodies of this substratum, ranging
in size from submicroscopic particles to masses of asteroidal dimensions,
comprise the meteorites, objects individually invisible until by chance
they collide with the atmosphere of the earth. Then, in their swift
passage through the resisting medium of our globe's protective air- .
shield, these masses become heated to incandescence and thus give rise
to the widely varied but always strikingly beautiful luminous phenomena we call meteors, a term borrowed from the Greeks, who used it (as
will have been evident to anyone witnessing the famous Bell Telephone documentary, "The Unchained Goddess") in a far less specialized sense than do present-day scientists.
For a century and a half, meteoritics was little more than a stepchild
of the matured sciences of astronomy, chemistry, and mineralogy. Not
·Lincoln LaPaz, "Meteoritics in the Southwest," New Mexico Quarterly, vol. 20, No.
3 (Autumn 1950), 26<)-288; "The Effects of Meteorites upon the Earth," Advances in
Geophysics, vol. IV (New York: Academic Press, Inc.), 1958, 217-35°. Since these
sources will be frequently referred to in the present paper, they will hereafter be designated
simply as NMQ (1950) and Geophysics N (1958), respectively.
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until the Second World War did this subject attain the stature of an
independent science, at least not in the Western world. In fact, the
first non-Soviet institute devoted solely to research in meteoritics was
founded at the University of New Mexico on June 17, 1944, although
it first acquired quarters adequate for its purpose only with completion
of the Meteoritics-Physics Building in 1951. (Plates I and II.)
Although provision by the Soviets of properly instrumente~and
housed facilities for -research in meteoritics long antedated the onstruction of the Meteoritics Building on the UNM campus, nevert eless, until quite recently, our Institute has had la claim to uniqueness at
least in the Western world. In 1954, however, the National Research
Council "'-the Canadian government brought into operation in rapid
-succession two fine new well-equipped meteor observatories. Unlike
the Institute of Meteoritics of the University of New Mexico, where
the objects of prime interest are the fallen meteorites themselves and,
at least up to the present, work chiefly of purely theoretical nature has
been carried out on the luminous phenomena of meteors, the Canadian
installations are primarily concerned with the visual, the photographic,
and the radar detection and recording of meteorites of all sizes in motion through the atmosphere of the earth. The field of Canadian interest, however, extends also to the collection and study of fallen
meteorites, as is attested by such interesting and valuable papers on
Canadian meteorites as those published by P. M. Millman while
he was Chief of the Stellar Physics Division of the Dominion
Observatory. 1
Such installations for research on meteorites and meteors as those at
the University of New Mexico and in Canada betoken a willingness on
the part of academic and governmental administrations to expend considerable sums of money for such research. The tax-conscious reader,
well aware of the vigorous competition waged for every dollar of state
and federal money in these tight times, may well ask why. Perhaps the
most effective way in which to answer this question is to quote contemporary physicists to the effect that the plight of the qrth-bound
observer may be likened to that of a man imprisoned in 'an opaque
igloo with walls and roof ten feet thick. At the time of the observer's
imprisonment (i.e., of his birth into this intriguing world of ours), a
small hole in the roof of the igloo (the observer's ability to see the very
small part of the total radiation spectrum which we term light) was his
only connection with the outside. After generations of labor, aided by
much ingenuity, our imprisoned observer has been able to enlarge the
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roof opening slightly (for example, by discovery of photographic plates
coated with emulsions sensitive to infra-red or to ultra-violet radiation).
Furthermore, he even has been able to open up two new holes in the
walls of his igloo, one the s<H:alled l'radio" window through which
radiation of long wave-length becomes observable; and the other (in
what one might. describe as the opposite side of his igloo), the "pri_
mary cosmic-ray particle" window, an opening through which radiation
of exceptionally short wave-length can now be observed.
.
Except for these three openings-the optical, the radio, and the primary cosmic-ray particle windows-the opaque walls of the earth's
atmosphere continue to shut him off from the radiations originating
in the outside universe. Moreover, like most windows, those in our
observer's igloo give at best a somewhat distorted view of the outward
scene. Consider, for example, the spectral lines that can be photographed through the optical window of the igloo. These lines have
been likened to fingerprints taken of the chemical elements. ACtually,
these l'fingerprints of light" are now known to be displaced relative to
one another not only by the s<H:alled Doppler effect, an effect due to
relative motion between the light source under examination and the
observer, but also as a consequence of other physical laws. Again, it
has been discovered that the individual lines of the "fingerprints of
light" are widened and modified in other ways by extreme conditions
of pressure and temperature if these are characteristic of the light source
under observation. If the reader will imagine an F.B.I. agent working
on fingerprints that migrate beneath his microscope while, at the same
time, the individual ridges and whorls comprising the prints undergo
bizarre distortions, he will gain a faint impression of the extraordinary
difficulties under which the terrestrial observer confined in his atmospheric igloo is required to make valid identifiCations and deductions
from his spectroscopic investigations.
Unlike the intangible and often almost indecipherable evidence that
comes to our terrestrial observer through the three windows of his
igloo, the meteorites which penetrate straight through its symbolic
walls and fall literally at his feet, provide him with direct and most
tangible evidence of what exists in the world outside. From the earliest
days of the science of meteoritics, its devotees have stressed the extraordinary scientific value of these tangible specimens of l'the world
outside," which tumble almost into our collective laps if not into our
individual laboratories; and, if recovered (as each one should be), can
be subjected to chemical and radiometric analysis, as well as to all of
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other unambiguous investigative procedures by means of which
man has gained his present extensive knowledge of his terrestrial environment, the only sample of the cosmos, other than the recovered
meteorites, directly accessible to his prying eyes.
Regarded in this light, as rare and providentially provided messengers from realms unknown and inaccessible, the priceless scientific value
of the meteorites should be evident to the layman as well as to the
meteoriticist-so evident indeed that the reader will no doubt share
the bewilderment and,anger of the scientist that in the Western world
and, particularly, in the United States these quite irreplacable treasure
troves of evidence about the cosmos all too often fall into the hands of
commercial collectors who specialize in fabricating them into bookends, into the bases of exceptionally stable (and expensiveI) fountain
pen sets, and into what has been termed "other-world jewelry."2 The
articles of trade thus produced are disposed of at great financial profit
to the commercial operator-but with commen.suiately great loss to the
scientific world.
The omission of the Iron Curtain countries from the last paragraph
is necessitated by the fact that within them, fallen meteorites automatically become the property of the State and are thereby immune
from destruction for private profit. Even back in Czarist times, there
seems to have been universal willingness on the part of the Russians to
accept this "law"; so much so that in one of the rare exceptions when
a peasant ground up and ate as potent medicine one of the two re·
covered fragments of the diamond-bearing Novo-Urei aerolite,3 his
act was widely commented on as less foolhardy than scandalous. The
writer has neither the intent nor the desire of recommending adoption
of this Russian "law" by the United States, preferring to believe thatonce the true scientific importance of meteorites becomes widely recognized in this country, their exploitation for" private gain will cease.
The general basis for the current importance of meteoritics has now
been set forth above, but it may be advisable to drive home the value
of the contributions deriving from meteoritical research by giving in
some detail several specific examples. First place should probably be
accorded the quite invaluable information the study of meteorites has
provided on both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the composition of the cosmos. As long ago as 1917, W. D. Harkins, of the
University of Chicago, in a paper 4 deservedly famous for containing the
initial formulation by Harkins of his heuristic rule concerning the re·
lationship between the atomic weights of the elements and their
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abundances in the meteorites, first stressed the great value of these
extra-terrestrial objects to those ~eeking to ascertain the average composition of cosmic material. As Harkins clearly pointed.out, the earlier
custom of placing complete dependence on geochemical data was quite
indefensible since such data of necessity are derived solely from study
of the thin outer layer of the earth-body alone accessible to investigation-a layer the composition of which unquestionably is strongly influenced by the processes of magmatic differentiation, weathering,
solution, and redeposition. Harkins' original suggestion has led to such
elaborate tables of the cosmic atomic abundances of the elements as
those published, for example, by V. Goldschmidt, H. Brown, H. C.
Urey, and jointly by H. E. Suess and H. C. Urey.5 The direct unambiguous evidence of the meteorites and the best modern results of the
spectroscopists concur in testifying that chemically-and isotopically
as well, with certain probably highly significant exceptions-the world
outside displays a surprisingly complete qualitative if not quantitative
identity with our earth.
From the mineralogical point of view, the meteoritic samples so far
examined display somewhat greater divergences from the terrestrial
standard. For example, we search our mineral collections in vain for
terrestrial analogs of the kamacite, the taenite, and the schreibersite
that make up so large a portion of the nickel-iron meteorites; while, on
Jhe contrary, members of the populous family of terrene oxides are
either wholly lacking or quite sparsely represented in the meteorites.
The case for meteoritics, however, need not rest on the importance
of its contributions to cosmochemistry, mineralogy, and the other basic
descriptive or quasi-mathematical sciences. Further contributions to
such diversified fields as relativity, metallurgy, and ballistics may readily
be cited. For example, as the writer pointed out some years ago, meteorites, large or small, may be moving about the earth in orbits much
smaller than that in which the moon circles our globe. The occurrence
of such rare but by no means unique events as the great Canadian fireball procession of February 9, 1913 supports this possibility.6 But if
such small, nearby terrestrial satellites exist, then, as the writer recently pointed out, 7 whether natural or artificial, they provide a means
of verifying or discrediting one of the so-called crucial tests of Einstein's
general theory of -relativity of far greater practicality than determination
of the advance of the perihelion of the major planet Mercury, which so
far is the only object in the Solar System utilized in this connection.
Si~ce my paper appeared in 1954, both the Gennan atomic scientist,
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Winterberg,S and the Russian relativist, Ginzberg,ll have suggested additional ways in which artificial earth satellites can be of use in testing
Einstein's theories. Presumably, the reported failure of C. Tombaugh's
well-thought-out plans for discovery of nearby natural satellites of the
earth 10 has led those unfamiliar with the occurrence of such satellitory
meteoritic processions as the Canadian one of 1913 to relinquish hope
for discovery of meteoritic satellites of the earth.
Again, a study of the metallurgy of the almost rust-proof alloys comprising the meteoritic nickel-irons led long ago to such commercially
important advances as the stainless steels we prize in cutlery. Much
earlier, the British Admiralty's quite accidental discovery of the altogether amazing toughness of the nickel-iron meteorites (officials at
Portsmouth had nonchalantly agreed to cut in half a large nickel-iron
meteorite with metal saws adapted only to the soft metals of the early
iron-eladsl) was directly responsible for "crash" development (in the
Victorian tempo) of battleship armor plate composed of specially
synthesized and hardened nickel steel.

A laboratory model of a lined-shaped-eharge. On
detonation, the metal liner (hachured) is ejected at velocities approaching those of the slower meteorites (compare Plate III-A ) .
The unhachured portion is high explosive.
FIGURE 1.

As a final example of the fruitful interplay between meteoritical and
military research, we may cite a quite recent development-that of the
line-shaped-eharge (see Figs. 1,2. and PI. III-A). Actually, the jet-effect
of high-speed meteoritic impact with terrestrial targets had demonstrated the appalling penetration of such charges long before man had
learned to kindle fires, let alone to develop detonating high explosives.
In 1951, the writer took advantage of the theories of penetration by jets
from line-shaped-eharges which had been evolved during the Second
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World War in order to reverse the course of the argument and, from
actual measurements of the extraordinary penetrations through nickelsteel and other varieties of armor plate effected by the various bazookatype rockets, to determine a lower bound for the mass of the giant meI teorite responsible for blasting out the Arizona meteorite crater, which
initially was more than 1300 feet deep. After publication of the lower
bound, 1,100,000 tons, found in this manner,l1 the writer was able to
interest one of the outstanding experts in the lined-shaped-cha;rge field,
E. M. Pugh, of the Carnegie Institute of Technology, in more exactly
determining the mass of the Canyon Diablo meteorite and in solving
the general problem of meteorfte crater formation. The first issue of
the journal, Meteoritics, published at the University of New Mexico, was honored by papers contributed by Pugh and two of his colleagues,
Norman Rostoker and R. von Heine-Geldern,12 dealing with the iriterrelations between lined-shaped-charge theory and the theory of the formation of meteorite craters. In particular, Rostoker's paper contained
very exact calculations of the mass of the Canyon Diablo meteorite
carried out under two different sets of initial conditions. The values he
found, 5,900,000 and 7,800,000 tons, respectively, showed that the
writer's lower bound of 1,100,000 tons, an estimate once criticized as
"fantastically too large," was, rather, a very conservative lower bound
indeed for the mass in question. Rostoker's definitive work should once
and for all discredit the "fantastically" small values of 8,500 to 12,500
tons found for the mass of the Canyon Diablo meteorite by C. C.
Wylie 13 and J. Rinehart. 14
Perhaps enough has been said above to convince the reader that the
recovery and the preservation for scientific study of every meteorite that
falls or has fallen upon our globe is essential for advance not only in the
field of meteoritics itself, but in many related sciences. For obvious
reasons, recoveries of meteorites of witnessed fall are by all odds the
most important that can be made. Indeed,' one need only point out
that meteorites, as they move about in the almost perfect vacuum of
interplanetary space, are subject to bombardment by the full flux of
cosmic radiation, for the reader to be able to infer the extreme importance of the prompt recovery of wihlessed falls and the immediate
testing of them for cosmic-ray induced radioactivities.
Unfortunately, in spite of the intense phenomena of light and sound
that accompany the fall of even a moderately large meteorite, very few
of these objects are recovered from the totality of those that actually
fall each year on the land surface of our globe. The meteoriticist, to be
.'"
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assured of making recoveries from such witnessed falls, needs the
wholehearted support of the general public; and it is for this reason
that the Institute, soon after its organization, began a publicity campaign to bring into the ranks of its voluntary observers all inhabitants
of New Mexico and adjoining states. The necessity of such a campaign
should be apparent to anyone upon reflection that, unlike the chemist,
who can secure the materials which he wishes to employ in his research
from literally dozens of reputable chemical firms, the meteoriticist must
find his specimens wherever they may chance to fall. On the basis of
more than four decades of field experience, the writer can testify that
generally meteorites seem to fall in the most inaccessible places, where
the conditions for recovery are as unfavorable as possible!
The drive for additional observers staged by the Institute in New
Mexico and neighboring states has been far more than matched by the
nationwide campaign which the Russian meteoriticists long have had
under way. Perhaps the relative scale of the two publicity campaigns
can best be illustrated by pointing out that, whereas the Institute is
accustomed to order 1000 reprints of popular tracts on meteoritics for
distribution to interested persons here in the Southwest, it is the cus~
tom of the Meteorite Committee of the Academy of Sciences of the
U.S.S.R. to order anywhere from 60,000 to 180,000 copies of similar
articles by means of which general infoIIIl,ation and instructions for
reporting meteorite falls are disseminated to potential observers in the
Soviet Union and its environs.
.
In an earlier issue of this Quarterly, the writer has given in fairly
complete detail the circumstances under which one of the greatest of
all witnessed meteorite falls, that of the giant Norton-Furnas achondrite, was located by the staff of the Institute of Meteoritics and recovered and preserved for science through the joint efforts of the University
of New Mexico and the University of Nebraska (Plate III-B). As
regards this particular witnessed fall, the only supplementary details
that need to be presented here relate to results obtained since publication of the earlier Quarterly paper from 'intensive studies of the
specimens of the singular Nortonite material recovered by Institute
field parties (specimens ranging in weight from a few thousandths of
an ounce to more ilian 2200 pounds). First, we note that many careful·
studies show that the material of the Norton County meteorite (as the
writer predicted in 19481li) is without a parallel among the approximately 1600 meteorites at present known to science. As a result, this
meteorite serves as the type stone of a new achondritic subclass, repre-
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senting as it does a second link in the chain connecting the aubrites
and the enstatite-ehondrites, of which the first link' is the celebrated
Cumberland Falls, Kentucky achondrite. 16
Finally, it must be pointed out that the Norton County achondrite
was not only the first meteorite subjected to search for cosmic-ray induced radioactivity, but was also the first in which such activity was
actually measured. The initial tests for cosmic-ray effects, conducted
in 1948 at the Institute for Nuclear Studies of the University of Chicago (now the Enrico Fermi Institute), were carried out on Nortonite
specimens donated for the purpose by the Institute of Meteoritics. The
results of these first attempts were negative, but it is now known that
the failure to obtain positive results stemmed from use of instrumentation too insensitive to detect the low level of activity actually present
in the achondrite specimens. When, in 1955, sufficiently sensitive
counting devices were employed by J. D. Ludwick and W. H. Johnston
on other specimens from the Norton fall donated by the Institute of
Meteoritics to Purdue University, not only was the presence of tritium
. detected in the specimens, but measurements of the amount of this
isotope present therein led Ludwick and Johnston to the striking conclusion that their results were evidence that the cosmic-ray flux outside
the earth's atmosphere might be very much higher than had previously
been assumed. 17 The implications of such a conclusion to many scientific and engineering fields, particularly those of rocketry and astronautics, can readilY"be appreciated. The- reader will observe that the
radiation hazard adumbrated by the results of Ludwick and Johnston
antedates by several years the discovery of the quite distinct and much
more localized danger presented by the Van Allen radiation belts,
which now are of such great concern to rocketeers and astronauts.
For such reasons as those briefly summarized above, meteorites of
witnessed fall are of preeminent importance; however, since the discovery of such falls has always been a most difficult problem-one
which only now is beginning to yield somewhat under cooperation
from the general public-it is understandable why the majority of the
recovered meteorites actually represented in scientific collections are
those of unwitnessed fall. (A fall, even though it may have been seen
to occur, is regarded as unwitnessed unless eyewitness reports thereof
are matters of written record.) In the present paper, we propose to
devote attention primarily to the problem of recovering such meteorites. The first question to be answered, of course, is how are meteorites
of unwitnessed fall found at all. The answer is that most of them have
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b~en found by mere chance, chiefly by the plowman or the miner or
whoever else in the course of his routine labors works over a large
volume of earth under such circumstances that he is led to handle and
to observe closely any unusual stony or iron masses present therein.
Once the presence of meteorites in a given locality has been established by such a chance find, it may well repay the meteoriticist to
carry out systematic search of the entire area in which the find was
made in the hope of locating additional specimens.
In this connection, one of the most intriguing problems of theoretical meteoritics arises. "Inhuman" terrain and "all-too-human" meteorite hunter being what they are, searches, no matter how systematically
organized, never result in exhaustive recovery of the meteorites put
down in a given strewn field. It therefore becomes a most important
problem to determine from the partial recoveries made in a field
searched once or several times the probable total meteorite population
actually present in the field.
At first sight, this population problem seems a difficult one; however,
as the writer showed a number of years ago,18 it is quite easy to deduce
at least a lower bound for the probable population of a meteoritic
strewn field by use of probability considerations if only the meteorite
hunters sea'rching the field observe certain rules and practice proper
restraint. By this latter, we mean that they should not succumb to the
universal practice of picking up and carrying away each meteorite as it
is found, but rather should leave it in place and simply record its position on the master search grid for the field. In this wise, searches of the
area subsequent to the first will not be conducted on a depleted strewn
field and the hypotheses basic to valid application of probability considerations will be fulfilled. Unfortunately, while the members of a
scientific group may be trusted to abide by the rules necessary to insure
a dependable population estimate, there exists no guarantee that commercial meteorite hunters or souvenir-seeking natives of the region
surrounding the meteorite fall will not intrude upon the discovery
region and, by their activities, upset all calculations, as occurred indeed
in the case of the Norton achondrite shower of February 18, 1948
mentioned in earlier paragraphs.
Until arrival of that Golden Age when all laymen share the scientist's respect for meteorites, the meteoriticist will probably be able to
circumvent the irritating human relations problem mentioned in the
last paragraph only by "going underground" for his meteorites I To
explicate this apparently sinister suggestion, it is only necessary to point
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out that, in spite of statements to the contrary appearing in the textbooks on astronomy, meteorites do not fall on the earth but instead
penetrate into it to a depth dependent on their size and weight. Provided only that the depth of penetration is below maximum plow
depth (about 10 inches), such deeply buried meteorites are protected
from outside interference of the sort that has so far wrecked almost all
attempts to take a scientific census of surface strewn fields. But one
may well question, will the amount of meteoritic material occurring
at such great depths be sufficient to warrant the expense and time required to get it out. In the case of the nickel-iron meteorites· (the
so-called siderites), an overwhelming affirmative is given by such considerations as those that follow.
Where several such meteorites of widely differing masses have struck
equally resistant earth targets, as has frequently occurred in certain of
the great iron showers, the measured depths of penetration of ~e various fragments suggest that, other factors being equal, meteorite penetration is proportional to the cube root of the striking mass, i.e., for
spherical shape and an assigned density, to the radius of the meteorite.
In view of such evidence, one can immediately infer that, in general,
realll massive meteorites, and particularly the dense nickel-irons, bury
themselves deeply at impact. On the other hand, it has long been
recognized that the number of truly sizable meteorites that fall upon
. the earth is quite small in comparison to the total number of meteorites
of all masses reaching the earth. Since it is not immediately apparent
which one of these opposing influences will predominate in determining the vertical distribution of sideritic material in the earth, a
mathematical investigation is necessary in order to decide whether the
average metc:;oritic iron mass in a stratum situated at considerable depth
is greater than or less than the average meteoritic iron mass in a layer of
the same thickness near the surface of the earth. Such a mathematical
investigation was carried out by the writer a number of years ago. III
Omitting mathematical details which would either bore or floor the
reader, the result obtained may be stated in the following fashion:
Under assumptions fully consonant with the best observational data
relative to the frequency of infall of iron meteorites of various sizes and
the depth to which such meteorites penetrate into the earth, it is found
that something of the order of 100,000 times as much nickel-iron meteoritic material lies buried below maximum plow depth as occurs above
this depth.
Even though the fraction of the total number of recognized mete-
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orites found by the plowman is quite large, the actual number of
meteorites found in this manner is surprisingly small if account is
taken of the extraordinarily large tracts of land that are under cultivation. Since the areal extent of systematic excavations carried to depths
exceeding 10 inches is, and probably will long remain, vanishingly
small in comparison to the extensive acreages plowed up in farming, it
is obvious that mere chance recoveries have given a quite incomplete
census of the buried meteorite population and that most urgent need
exists for instruments designed to detect the presence of deeply buried
masses of meteoritic iron. Similar conclusions hold as regards the other
classes of meteorites, although here the problem is more involved
because of the tendency of those meteorites which are not of solid
metal to disintegrate under the excessive resistances encountered as
they penetrate low into the atmosphere of the earth and to fall as a
shower of relatively small masses.
Such considerations as the above led to the development of a variety
of meteorite detectors as part of the program of the Meteorite Bureau
at Ohio State Uniyersity in the 1930'S. The extraordinary effectiveness
of these instruments is attested by the results obtained by the First and
Second Ohio State University Meteorite Expeditions in 1939 and
1941. For example, use of one of the OSU meteorite detectors at the
Odessa meteorite crater between September 15 and 17, 1939 resulted
in the recovery in 12 hours of actual field work of over 400 pounds of
Odessa octahedrites. These recoveries were made in a small sub-region
of the extensive territory about the crater in which continued systematic search by approximately 30 W.P.A. workers over a time interval of
several weeks had led to the discovery of only a single small surface
specimen weighing less than one pound, although the region searched
visually had more than 1000 times the area of the one searched instrumentally. In this particular case, calculations showed that the ratio of
deeply buried iron to superficially embedded iron could conservatively
be set at the astonishing figure of 400,000. In this connection, it may
• be of interest to note that a value for this ratio of the same extraordinary
magnitude is clearly indicated by the weight-depth of burial data which
have now become available as a result of the exhaustive explorations
carried out by several successive meteorite expeditions sent by the Meteorite Committee of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. to investigate the strewn field of the great nickel-iron shower of February
U, 1947, a crater-producing fall to be reported upon in some detail
later on in this article. The 1947 Russian fall was, of course, a witnessed
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fall while the Odessa crater was produced by meteoritic impact in
remote prehistoric times.
Such evidence as the above clearly shows the great effectiveness of
the meteorite detectors, instruments enabling the meteorite hunter
systematically to search three-dimensional volumes of the ground
rather than just its surface. Their very effectiveness, however, has given
rise to special and in part quite unexpected difficulties. The best place
to use these instruments is in the arid Southwest (for here the..vperator
is spared false signals arising from the detectors' unwelcome ability to
pick up subsurface moisture and the sap in extensive root systems).
Unfortunately, this region, as J. Frank Dobie has pointed out, is inhabited by "Coronado's Children," and one characteristic of this breed
is conviction that no one digs for anything but buried treasure.
A meteoriticist with a bagful of metal meteorites that ring like silver
bells may not relish an encounter with a determined-looking Coronadoan who insists, "Mister, I had this spot located long agol" If this
initial challenge passes without bloodshed-as has so far always been
the case-the treasure hunter's next move is to try in every conceivable
way to obtain the use of instruments as obviously potent as the meteorite detectors. Sometimes the most Machiavellian tactics are employed. Once Victor Regener anq the writer were inveigled into driving
across the rugged terrain extending from Golden to Dolores (sites of
worked-out gold placers) by a man who promised to lead us to a remarkable meteorite crater. Later developments disclosed that our
guide's true Coronadoan purpose was to "size up" the meteorite detectors and to ascertain if they could be used to locate "a fortune in
placer gold" cached by one of the early miners, who, of course, in line
with the best Hollywood tradition, had thoughtfully '1eft a map."
Let us return from our Dobian interlude to the unquestioned ability
of the modem detectors to locate even deeply buried meteorites almost
anywhere. Many of these objects certainly rest upon or lie buried (but
findablel) in any tract of land of the size of even the most modest ranch
holdings in the Southwest. For understandable reasons, iliese objects,
so important scientifically, could remain unsought for and undiscovered- until the end of time as far as the preoccupied and / or uninterested
landowners are concerned. Nevertheless, if a meteoriticist, either by
visual search or by employment of expensive meteorite detection
equipment, locates a meteorite on such privately owned land, according
to the currently accepted ruling of certain American courts, he has no
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equity whatever in his find unless the landowner is willing to sharethe
meteorite with him. This judicial hurdle to progress in meteoritics
came about in the following little known and (to scientists at least)
almost inexplicable fashion:
After enduring countless cosmic and atmospheric vicissitudes, a
number of meteorites have also had to suffer through terrestrial tribulations over and above ordinary oxidation and hydration; for they have
unwittingly become the focal points of protracted and often heated
legal battles. The spectacle of opposing groups of lawyers haggling over
possession of a fragment of a mass from the depths of space-which
only by the sheerest chance intersected the earth's orbit and only by
the most improbable good luck was found at all-is surely sufficient to
elicit a smile from anyone but a participant in the action; and the variety and ingenuity of the arguments advanced pro and con constitute
in themselves a tribute to the extraordinary flexibility and adroitnes~
of the legal mind.
In each case involving a meteorite, the heart of the controversy is
embodied in the question: "To whom does a fallen meteorite belong?
-To its finder or to the owner of the land upon which it chanced to
fall?" In the United States, the state courts in several cases have seen
fit to decide in favor of the owner of the land, whether or not with
entire justice the reader will soon be in position to decide.
The first recorded legal action in the U. S. involving the ownership
of a meteorite was that of John Goddard v. H. V. Winchell for possession of a 66-pound fragment of the Forest City, Iowa, aerolite. On May
2, 1890, this fragment fell upon Mr. Goddard's land and penetrated
the soil to a depth of three feet. The following day, the meteorite was
dug out of the ground in the presence of a witness by a Mr. Peter Hoagland, who took it home with him and claimed it as his own. Subsequently, Mr. Hoagland sold the meteorite to Mr. Winchell for a little
over one hundred dollars. Mr. Winchell thereupon took possession of
the meteorite and held it until the mass was taken from him under a
writ of replevin and awarded by the Winnebago District Court to Mr.
Goddard, the owner of the land on which it fell.
The proceedings of the appeal made by Mr. Winchell in an attempt
to recover the aerolite make extremely interesting reading; and a brief
summary will be given below of the opposing legal points of view
regarding what even the not-too-easily-impressed court reporter described as a novel and intriguing legal question: 20
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For Mr. Winchell, the appellant and
purchaser of the meteorite from its
finder, Mr. Hoagland

NM.Q.

For Mr. Goddard, the appellee and
owner of the land on which the
meteorite fell

1.

Before the aerolite reached the
earth, it was the property of no
one, and therefore it properly and
reasonably comes within the
scope of a legal rule of great antiquity stated by Blackstone as
follows: "Occupany is the taking
possession of those things which
before belonged to nobody."

1.

Since the meteorite was "down
in and a part of the soil," it belongs prima facie to the fee
owner, for "whatever is affixed to
the soil belongs to the soil."

2.

According to Blackstone, "whatever movables are found upon
the surface of the earth, or in the
sea, and are' unclaimed by any
owner, are supposed to be abandoned by the last proprietor, and
as such are returned into the common stock and mass of things;
and therefore they belong as in
. a state of nature to the first occupant or finder."

2.

The meteorite was not "upon the
surface of the earth" but buried
beneath it; the mass was not "unclaimed by the owner," but
claimed by the land owner;
the stipulation "supposed to be
abandoned by the last propri~
tor" does not fit the aerolite since
"finder" in a legal sense presupposes a "loser" or one who abandoned it.

3. "There is nothing in the nature
of [the meteorite] which resembles soil or could in any manner
ever enrich or promote the uses
of the land in the slightest degree." The meteorite IS not
adaptable to use, enjoyment, or
ornamentation of the soil; it is of
scientific value only.

3. "No one has a right to go prodding and grubbing things out
buried three feet deep in my land
on the plea that the things are
not adapted to growing crops."

4. The proper principle to apply is 4. The aerolite belongs to the apthat of original acquisition; i.e.,
pellee "because it was buried
under Roman law, a treasure'
down three feet in his land, and
found by one person on the land
as a physical fact, was a part and
of another was to be shared
parcel of it."
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equally by the finder and the
owner of the land; and "in English and American law, the finder
of property not claimed· by an
owner is entitled to the whole of
it, even though it be found on the
land of another."

Judge J. Granger, who heard the appeal and rendered the final decision, stated impartially at the beginning of his summary, "In determining which of these rules is to govern in this case, it will be well for us
to keep in mind the controlling facts giving rise to the different rules,
and note wherein, if at all, the facts of this case should distinguish it."
Certain portions of his summary remarks show, however, a rather
astonishing lack of appreciation of the facts and principles involved.
As regards the term umovables," the judge felt that these umust not be
construed to mean that which can be moved, for, if so, it would include
much known to be realty; but it means such things as are not naturally
parts of the earth or sea, but are on the one or in the other. . . . To
take from the earth what nature has placed there in its formation,
whether at the creation or through the natural processes of the acquisition and depletion of its particular parts as we witness it in our daily
observations, whether it be the soil proper or some natural deposit as
of mineral or vegetable matter, is to take a part of the earth, and not
movables." Here, we seem to have the conclusion that a meteorite,
which patently is "not naturally a part of the earth'" is indeed a part of
the earthl; and therefore subject to the laws governing realty.
Expanding on this point, Judge Granger further observed that the
meteorite "was one of nature's deposits, with nothing in its material
composition to make it foreign or unnatural to the soil." Taking into
account the wide contrast between the composition of the Forest City
aerolite and the Iowa soil, it would seem equally logical to assert that
a steel filing embedded in an eyeball is not foreign to it. Again, Judge
Granger felt that the meteorite "was not a movable thing 'on the earth.'
It was in the earth, and in a very signficant sense immovable; that is, it
was only movable as parts of the earth are made movable by the hand
of man. Except for the peculiar manner in which it came, its relation
to the soil would be beyond dispute." With this last cerebration, the
meteoriticists can at least agreel
After this brief review of the judge's summarizing remarks the reader
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will not be surprised to learn that the decision he handed down in the
Forest City case upheld the original judgment of the district court and
favored the owner of the land, Mr. Goddard.
Arguments advanced by the defense during a subsequent legal action
(Oregon Iron Co. v. Hughes, decided July 17, 1905) involving ownership of the famous Willamette, Oregon, iron meteorite derived, to a
considerable degree, from the decision rendered in the Iowa case. The
Willamette iron, unlike the Forest City aerolite, had been found by
its discoverer, Mr. Ellis Hugh~, on the surface of the ground rather
than buried beneath it. Mr. Hughes therefore felt that he had been
J'ustifi~d itt removing the 14-ton mass from the place of find on unin." habited. Oregon Iron Company land to his own property (in itself a
most amarlng feat to be performed by one man, one child, and one
'small horse I *). The attorneys for Mr. Hughes made the fact that the
meteorite had been found on the surface of the Oregon Iron Company
land rather than buried in it the cornerstone of their defense; but they
also attempted to demonstrate that, many years prior to Mr. Hughes'
discovery, the iron had been appropriated as a shrine by the Indians of
the area and, subsequ~ntly, the mass had been abandoned by them.
Therefore, under the law, as interpreted in line with Blackstone's opinion (see the second point for the defense in the Forest City case), Hthe
defendant, being the finder, became the owner, and is entitled to it,
as against the owner of the realty upon which it was found." The court,
however, ruled (1) that the meteorite, whether buried or not, was still
• "In August of 1903 . . . 1\lr. Hughes conceived the idea of bringing the great iron
mass to his house, a distance of nearly three-fourths of a mile. This seemed an almost
impossible task, he having only his son of 15 years and a small horse as motor power.
But he was an old miner, full of mechanical resources, and also full of pluck and energy.
With infinite pains he fashioned a simple capstan with chain to anchor it, and a long
braided wire rope to roll up on it, as his horse traveled around it as a winch. Then he
fashioned an ingenious car with log body-timbers and sections of tree trunks as wheels;
also some heavy-double-sheaved pulleys. By wearisome blocking up and leverage he succeeded in capsizing the great mass directly upon the car and lashing it securely. Then he
stretched out his hundred-foot hauling wire-rope, attached one end of it to the car and the
other to his staked-down capstan, and started his horse going round. The sequence of
effect to cause followed; so did the meteorite. The great mass moved slowly, for the ground
was soft, and even with boards put under them and constantly changed, the wheels sank
deep into the mud. Some days they move~ little more than the length of the car (which
was that of the mass itself); on others they passed over ten, twenty, or (one day) fifty
yards of their toilsome road. At last, after three months of almost incessant toil, the giant
meteorite reached Hughes' own land. . . . It was a herculean struggle between man and
meteorite, and the man conquered." This quotation has been taken from Henry A. Ward's
detailed and interesting article, "The Willamette Meteorite" (Proceedings of the Roches·ter Academy of Science, vol. 4 (March 24, 1904), p. 138).
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a part of the realty upon which it was found, in the absence of proof
of severance, and (2) that the evidence of previous 44ownership" by
the Indians was insufficient "to justify an inference that [they] had severed the meteorite from the realty, and thereafter abandoned it, so that
the n~t finder became entitled to it."21 The Oregon Iron Company
was therefore awarded possession of the meteorite, which was promptly
sold for an q,pdisclosed but very large sum to Mrs. William E. Dodge,
who, we are glad to record, at once presented Hughes' find to the American Museum of Natural History in New York, where it is still exhibited
to the public.
In view of the deference of the legal mind to precedent, it may well
seem that the celebrated cases briefly reviewed above establish for all
time the ruling that a recovered meteorite belongs to the owner of the
land on which it fell. But such a conclusion overlooks the fact that
once a law has been shown to be unjust if not illogical, the courts of
our land are among the first agencies to sanction and indeed to compel
its revision. Moreover, since 1842, a counter-precedent (apparently
almost unknown) has existed for a quite different and definitely more
realistic ruling on the ownership of recovered meteorites. In that year,
Judge Duranton of France handed down the decision that a fallen aerolite belonged to its finder and not to the owner of the field in which
it fell. Specifically, M. Duranton ruled that "a stone fallen from the
heavens cannot be an accession of the land upon which it alights; it
belongs entirely by occupation to him who has found it." It is significant that in reviewing Judge Duranton's decision in the case of the first
meteorite known to have been "the subject of controversy in sublunary
tribunals," the authority M. Marcade has gone on record as unable to
conceive 14how an advocate could have been found to entertain the contrary opinion." 22
Perhaps with the Duranton counter-precedent before us, it would
be well to review critically the reasons that have been cited by more
modem courts as justification for ruling in favor of the landowner.28
We note first that the "Law of Accretion" is one of the chief mainstays
of those 'who defend this ruling. But 14accretion" as understood in law
relates to processes which increase accumulations of one kind or another in or upon a portion of the earth's surface at the expense of another portion. The falling of a meteorite upon our globe bears no
resemblance at all to the ordinary processes of accretion. A meteorite
fall does not transfer anything to A's land at the expense of B's land,
as is the case when wind or water removes soil from'one man's field and
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redeposits it in the field of another. Rather, a meteorite fall enriches
earth's common clay with a celestial treasure; and, as a treasure, the
question of its ownership ought really to be decided on the basis of one
of the oldest Roman laws, the so-alled Thesaurus Law XXX, which,
as ~entioned previously, states that half of a discovered treasure should
go to the finder and half to the individual on whose land it was found.
Again, it has been asserted that the relation of a meteorite to the soil
onto or into which it falls is the same as that of a mineral deposit
occurring in that soil. A mineral deposit, however, is "a geologic body,"
i.e., a body which has evolved from the earth itself. 2~ At every stage of
its development, it is of the earth, earthy. On the contrary, whatever"
the origin and history of a meteorite, such a body certainly has no
genetic connection with the earth. It is, par excellence, an example of
"such things as are not naturally parts of the earth or sea." Moreover,
not only are mineral deposits, i.e., "local accumulations or concentrations of useful ~etals," derived from the rocks of the earth's crust,25
and therefore quite different in origin from the meteorites, but the
processes by which mineral deposits are fonned-e.g., solvent action,
magmatic differentiation, weathering-bear not the remotest resemblance to the process by which a meteorite becomes associated with the
soil of this globe. .
Finally, it must be stressed that one unfortunate outgrowth of prevailing legal opinion may all too frequently be the following: Either
those fortunate enough to witness meteorite falls refrain from searching
for and finding the fallen masses because they know that the
. will
allow them no equity in these objects; or, in Case search is made
meteorites are found, the finders either conceal their discovery, thereby
again depriving the science of meteoritics of infonnation and specimens
of great value, or els~ they falsify their accounts of the recovery of the
meteorites in order to conceal the true places of find. ~
As time passes, the legal qu~stion reviewed in some detail above will ..
become of increasing moment to science. The rapid growth of population, a population more and more meteorite conscious, coupled with
wider and wider use of efficient meteorite detectors will insure the location of a steadily increasingPfoportion of the meteorites of both witnessed and unwitnessed fall. A necessary concomitant will be the need
for adjudication of an ever-growing number of legal battles centering
on the ownership of recovered meteorites. The exigencies of the time
as regards swift promotion of meteoritical knowledge being what they
are, it is not difficult to envision ultimate adoption by our federal gov:.o.LII'_''''""
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emment of such a "law" as regulates the ownership of meteorites in the
U.S.S.R. unless the courts of the various states have the wisdom to look
aside from laws that point only to the past and take cognizance of the
inequities that would continue to be legalized by promulgation of such
decisions as those rendered by the Iowa and Oregon courts.
Any paper on meteoritics for the general reader should strive to dispel
once and for all the current widespread belief that really destructive
meteorite falls (like the depredations of the giant dinosaurs) were
hazards of the distant past and just "can't happen here." A step in this
direction was taken in the brief summary on the Siberian .fall of l<)o8
given in my 1950 Quarterly paper. In the last eight years, much new
infonnation has come to light on this earliest of the great falls of the
present century; and, in addition, a wealth of factual data now has become available on the much more recent crater-producing fall near
Vladivostok. We propose to devote the concluding portion of the
present paper to consideration of these extraordinary Siberian meteorite
falls-the occurrence of which has been one of the main factors in
stimulating Russian crash programs in meteoritics and rocketry, the
fruits of which have at once impressed and alarmed th~ world. 28
Astronomers never tire of commenting upon the dearth in the Twentieth century of such memorable comets as called forth some of the
most sensational entries in the astronomical record of the Nineteenth.
Meteoriticists, on the contrary, have been favored in the first half of ~
the present century with the three greatest meteorite falls of historic
times: the Podkamennaya Tunguska fall of June 30,1908; the SikhoteAlin (or Ussuri) fall of February 12, 1947; and the Norton County,
Kansas fall of February 18, 1948, which has been considered earlier in
this article.
Of this trio of macro-meteorite falls, the first was by far the most
remarkable. Unfortunately, circumstances of time and place delayed
its investigation by meteoriticists for nearly 20 years. Even as late as
1927, however, when the unremitting efforts of Esthonian meteoriticist L. A. Kulik culminated in the first expedition into the central region
of fall, the surviving traces of the devastation produced by the
Podkamennaya Tunguska meteorite were still most impressive. Readers
of the voluminous and still expanding Russian literature concerning
the fall of June 30, 190821 will never cease to regret that a combination
of govemmentallethargy and learned skepticism regarding the realistic
but often naive eyewitness reports made by the native Tunguse reindeer
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herders (who were the closest of all people to the center of impact) for
so long prevented scientific investigation of the Podkamennaya Tunguska incident.
Brief mention of the many spectacular effects of the Podkamennaya
Tunguska fall already has been given in this Quarterly28; and the reader
who wishes further details on this stupendous natural event can consult
the articles in Russian and English given.in reference 27. For this reason, only one novel feature of the Podkamennaya Tunguska fall will be
treated in the present paper; namely, the singular fact that although the
energy rel~sed by the Podkamennaya Tunguska meteorite certainly
exceeded and very probably dwarfed that produced b~ a unominal" ,
A-bomb, i~ the half century since its arrival on earth, no material·unquestionably derived from the impacting mass has been recovered.
As long ago as 1941, this unprecedented fact led the writer to suggest
that the Podkamennaya Tunguska meteorite was made up qf contraterrene or reversed matter, all traces of which had disappeared through
its explosive annihilation on impact with the ordinary terrene matter of
the earth target. 29
In 1958, the science editor of Time, apparently unaware of any of'
the references just cited, devoted considerable space to what he appears
to have regarded as a brand-new theory that the inexplicable absence
of meteorite recoveries in the devastated Podkamennaya Tunguska area
might have resulted from the collision of an "anti-meteor" with the
earth. 80 Time's blunder in overlooking the fact that meteorite craters, like bullet holes, are made by materiaLobjects (i.e., meteorites) and
not by mere luminous appearances (i.e., meteors or "anti-meteors") is
matched by the unfamiliarity of its scientific staff with the literature of
meteoritics. Similar examples of unreliable scientific reporting on the
part of Time's staff induced C. J. Hoff and the writer to present formal
critiques entitled "Desert Shrimps and Time" and UMeteoritics, Astronomy, and Time," respectively, at the 1955 meeting of the New
Mexico Academy of Science at the University of New Mexico. In view
of the recent incident involving Bolivia, Time's political reporting
seems so well matched with that of its science section that our South
American neighbors would do well to read Time with Bacon's famous
admonition in mind.
Although in recent years a great deal of ~dditional evidenceS! has
been brought forward of the soundness not only of the suggestion
originally made by the writer in 1941 with respect to the possibly contraterrene nature of the Tunguska meteorite, but also of several other
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hypotheses based on the theory of unconventional matter developed
by the nuclear physicists P. A. M. Dirac and G. Gamow, nevertheless,
conpnhed.opposition has been encountered from those who have deDied the very possibility of the existence of such matter. Until recently,
these critics could argue that while the contraterrene edition of the
negatron, namely, the positron or anti-negatron, was well-known, there
was no evidence of the existence of the anti-protons and anti-neutrons
also necessary for the fabrication of contraterrene matter. This position
is no longer tenable because both of these fundamental particles of
contraterrene or "anti-matter" now have been produced by groups of
physicists working under the direction of the late E. O. Lawrence in
the Radiation Laboratory of the University of California.
With the removal of the last serious objection to the existence of
contraterrene matter, it has become more than ever desirable to seek
for evidence of those transmutation effects that would be produced in
any earth target struck by a contraterrene meteorite. In 1941, I relayed
to L. A. Kulik a proposal made by V. Rojansky that such transmutation effects should be searched for in the Podkamennaya Tunguska crater
field. The tragic death of Kulik the next year in a prisoner-of-war camp
in Spass~Demenski, Province of Smolensk, forestalled a crucial test of
Rojansky's proposal.
On August 1, 1957, in a letter addressed to E. L. Krinov, the Secretary of the Meteorite Committee of the Academy of Sciences of the
U.S.S.R., the writer again brought to the attention of the Russian
meteoriticists the desirability of systematic search for such transmutation effects with modem ultra-sensitive instrumentation and techniques, pointing out that despite the many years that had passed since
the Podkamennaya Tunguska fall, methods now available might still
be used successfully in the detection of residual effects resulting from
the annihilation processes believed to have been operative in that region on June 30, 1908.
Subsequent to receipt of this reminder, a new development in the
Podkamennaya Tunguska problem occurred which even now may forestall search for transmutation effects. In the September 1957 issue of
the mimeographed Meteoritical Bulletin published by the Committee
on Meteorites of the Russian Academy of Sciences, a brief preliminary
report is given of the discovery by A. A. Yavnel of "particles of meteoritic and meteoric [sic] dust" in "soil brought by L. A. Kulik's expeditions in the years 1929[277]-193° from the place [of fall] of the Tunguska meteorite."
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This belated discovery in Kulik's own soil samples of material aclleged
to be from the Podkamennaya Tunguska meteorite 'cannot be regarded
as conclusive for the following reasons: The'same soil samples were, to
the writer's knowledge, searched without success for debris from the
u)08 meteorite fall by Kulik and his associates on several occasion9prior to the outbreak of the Second World War. Again, although
spherules of congealed nickel-iron and spicules and tiny grains from
meteorites shattered on impact with the terrestrial target are wellknown accompaniments of the fall to earth of large sideritic masses, the
converse case of the fall of such nickel-iron debris unaccompanied by a
..,Jingle macroscopic meteorite (none of which, the reader is reminded,
has been found at Podkamennaya Tunguska in spite of most intensive
searches extending over several decades) is without a parallel in the
history of macro-meteorite falls. Finally, the worldwide distribution
of globules of cosmic dust, as shown by the researches of J. D. BuddhueD and others; and, especially, W. D. Crozier's most significant discovery of black magnetic spherules not only in surface deposits, but also
in "a water-deposited shale of Upper Cretaceous or Lower Tertiary
age," 13 suggest that Yavnel's discovery pertains not to surviving microscopic remnants of the Podkammenaya Tunguska meteorite, but simply to the accretion of ubiquitous meteoritic dust. In summary, there
are good grounds for urging that, before it is too late, tests for transmutation effects be carried out at Podkamennaya Tunguska by the Russian scientists who, of all the meteoriticists in the world, are apparently
destined to remain the only ones fortunate enough to be allowed to
enter the wide ruin that was Podkamennaya Tunguska.
~.

¢

,

Unlike the long (and still) neglected Podkamennaya Tunguska fall,
the Russian macro-meteorite fall of February 12, 1947 was promptly
and exhaustively investigated by personnel of several well-organized
parties of meteoriticists and military field assistants sent by the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. into the impact area northeast of Vladivostok. As the reader probably will surmise, only Russians were
members of these field parties. This situation came about in spite of
an attempt made by the writer and his associates in the Meteoritical
Society to insure a cosmopolitan character to the field groups investigating the quite unique phenomenon in the history of meteoritics
represented by the fall of the Ussuri meteorite. In view of subsequent
developments, some account of this attempt and its failure may be of
more than purely scientific interest.
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Although the Ussuri fall occurred early in 1947, such already were
diplomatic relations between the West and its "iron curtained" former
ally that many scientists, as well as most military authorities of my
acquaintance, initially inclined to interpret the so-called "Vladivostok
incident" as an atomic premature or the result of the crash of an experimental rocket vehicle rather than as a meteorite fall. A year later, similar
9minous interpretations were placed on the greatest of all aerolite falls,
which, by chance, occurred near the geographical center of the United
States in the Norton, Kansas area, thereby initiating chilling rumors
to the effect that Russia had demonstrated her ability to guide a rocket
straight to the very heart of our country.
By the time of the American Astronomical Society meeting in Pasadena in June 1948, however, the true nature of the 4'Norton incident"
had been disclosed by the numerous meteorite recoveries made as a
result of the exhaustive field work of several expeditions sent out by
the Institute of Meteoritics; and, furthermore, Russian scientific publications that had then only recently become available attested with
reasonable certainty to the fact that a genuine meteorite fall also was
responsible for the "Vladivostok incident." Furthermore, the writer,
as· the representative of the University of New Mexico at the 1947
UNESCO Conference in Denver, had heard Dr. Max Elias and others
describe the hospitality accorded. visiting Russian soil, plant, and animal experts by the University of Nebraska and other American institutions; and had listened to impassioned UNESCO pleas for a continuance and expansion of cooperative scientific ventures shared by the
United States and Russia.
The Ussuri fall seemed to present an ideal case where such cooperative work in the field of meteoritics could be carried out to the great
advantage of all concerned. Consequently, I was induced to transmit
to the American Section of the International Astronomical Union-s(LA.U.) a·formal resolution containing the following paragraphs:
"Russian news releases and scientific publications indicate that a
crater-producing meteorite fall occurred in the Sikhote-Alinskiy region
on 1947, February 12. It therefore seems that twice within less than
half a century the U.S.S.R. has been the site of such falls, the greatest
historically recorded terrestrial meteoritic phenomena; and, for obvious
reasons, of international as well as national interest and concern.
'The present note is written to suggest that the IA.U. go on record
at the 1948 Zurich meeting as recommending a thorough investigation
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of all phases of the Sikhote-Alinskiy fall by an international committee
of meteoriticists chosen from the membership of the Union. The efforts
of our able Russian colleagues would thereby be supplemented by
·those of meteoriticists from other countries wherein are situated the
major recognized meteorite craters of unwitnessed fall. The desirability
of bringing into the investigation of the recent Siberian fall, scientists
familiar not only with all features of the world's greatest "fossil'''m~
orite craters, but also with recent important and apparently little known
theoretical investigations resulting from the study of such craters,.by
non-Russians, is obvious. Furthermore, the composition of the pr9posed LA. U. committee would insure wide dissemination in many
languages of information concerning the Sikhote-Alinskiy fall; whereas
detailed knowledge of the remissly investigated Podkamennaya Tunguska fall of l<)08, June 30, was shut off from the English speaking
world until the appearance of the translations by LaPaz and Wiens of
the original papers of Kulik and Astapowitsch. (See Contrib. Soc. Res.
Meteorites, vol. I, NO.1, 29-3+ 1935; vol. 1, NO.1, 35-39, 1935; vol. 1
No.2, 15-20, 1936; vol. 1, No. 3, 29-33, 1937; and vol. 2, NO.3, 203-226""
194°')"
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Although the writer's proposal was vigorously seconded by the senior
Research Associate of the Institute of Meteoritics, Dr. Frederick C.
Leonard, of the University of California at Los Angeles, and, as far as I
know, was warmly supported by all members of the Meteoritical Society, nevertheless, the LA.U. Commission on Meteors and Meteorites .
(No. 22), under the chairmanship of F. L. Whipple, "voted to table·
this resolution until the astronomers of the U.S.SX. ~ould be consulted." 8' This '\table veto" proved quite' as effective as ~y of the "'formal Russian vetoes in the United Nations and, consequently, all
investigative work in the Ussuri fall area, as in the case, of the earlier
Podkamennaya Tunguska meteorite fall, has been carried but solely by
Soviet scientists.
·
Thus, the same unfortunate language barrier surmounted at Ohio
State University by G. A. Wiens and the writer in connection with the
literature of the Podkamennaya Tunguska fall arose again in 194~' It
was therefore necessary for the Institute of Meteoritics to take over the
role of the Graduate Council at Ohio State University in sponSoring
a translation program aimed at making ayailable in English not only all
of the important Russian papers on the Ussuri fall, but also other recent
significant contributions to me~oritics.83 The account of the unique
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Ussuri "iron-rain" (or, more precisely, iron-hail) which follows is based
in part on these translations of original Russian articles; in part on .
extensive correspondence with Soviet meteoriticists, especially E. L.
Krinov, Secretary of the Meteorite Committee of the Academy of
Sciences of the U.S.S.R.; and in part on an exceedingly well-done
35-mm . film documentary on the 1947 iron shower, of which a copy
was presented to the Institute of Meteoritics by the Russian Meteorite
Committee in 1957.
Between the Sea of Japan and the Tatar Strait on the east and the
Ussuri River and the lower Amur on the west lies mountain range
after mountain range, extending in a roughly northeast-southwest direction. Collectively, these ranges are known as the Sikhote-Alin Mountain System. The western flank of this system slopes down into the
Ussuri taiga, a relatively low-lying marshy area densely forested with
tre~ and other plants which are encountered elsewhere on earth only
in the most diverse climatic zones. Here, amid a profusion of cedars,
pines, oaks, and aspens, grows not only the celebrated gin-seng, but also,
in the closest association, the cork tree, the Greek nut tree, and the
black birch.
•The upper branches of these thickly set evergreen and deciduous
trees are interwoven by an intricate network of wild grape and ivy vines
and the trunks of the trees themselves rise from an almost impenetrable
maze of hazel and elderberry bushes and fallen timber. Here,·the forest
growth is so dense that in the summertime visibility is limited, to a few
meters. On the other hand, in winter, when the deciduous trees are
-leafless, .the ground is concealed by a snow-earpet a yard or more in
depth; and in the early fall, the taiga is subject to violent cloudbursts
and widespread flooding.
Obviously, the periods during which effective field search can be earried' on for such elusive bodies as fallen meteorites are sharply limited
by both the climate and the vegetative cover of the region. Only in the
early spring after the snow has disappeared but before foliage has developed, and in the late fall and early winter before the ground is blanketed
with Snow is search for meteorites practicable. To add to the hazards
and discqmforts of the meteorite hunter, the taiga is so sparsely inhabited that ~Il supplies must be laboriously packed in; and, during the
spring thaw, the humid air teems with clouds of mosquitos and gnats,
and the forest is alive with ticks. Indeed, except for the sea itself, there
exist few areas on earth less favorable for protracted search for and recovery of fallen meteorites than the region just described. Only a fall
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of such prodigious magnitude as sensibly to alter the monotonous appearance of the Ussuri taiga would stand a chance of being discovered,
and probably only tIlen in case it were located where airmen wo~ldfre.quently fly over the impact area of the fall.
Precisely such a macro-meteorite fall occurred in the inhospitable
Ussuri region at a few minutes after 10: 30 on the morning of February
12, 1947. Fortunately, its center of impact lay almost directly beneath
the airlane from Iman to Ulunga; therefore, the devastation in the .
taiga produced by the fall ~ clearly observable by the pilots of planes
following this active air route. Sin~the day was one of almost blindingly bright sunshine, little is kn?'W_ of the very earliest aspects of the
Ussuri meteon As would be expected under these circumstances,88 the
meteor had attained full fireball status before its presence was detected
by all but a very few of the several hundred eyewitnesses of the fall
inte~ogated ~y F. K. Shipulin, Superintendent of the Geological
Branch of the Far-Ea,stem Division of the Academy of Sciences of the
U.S.S.R. at Vladivostok, and N. B. Divari and M. G. Karimov, members of the first search expedition sent into the Ussuri region by the
Academy.
That portion of the real path of the Ussuri meteorite actually seen
by observers coincides therefore with a relatively low-lying segment of
the actual luminous path of this meteorite through the earth's
abnosphere.
As a result of t4e rapid transformation of the vast kinetic energy of
the meteorite int~ther forms of energy through interaction of the
giant, swiftly-movmg, invading mass with the resisting medium of the
relatively dense air traversed by the terminal arc of the meteorite's
trajectory, light and sound phenomena of extreme intensity developed
during the last few seconds of tile mete<?rite's passage through the
ahnosphere. Within a roughly circular area with a radius of nearly 250
miles, the Ussuri meteor was observed as a fireball brighter than the
sun, terminated by a fiery red tail and followed by an extremely dark,
smoke-like wake in turbulent motion. At Iman, the artist, Medvedev,
personally observed the extraordinary wake following the falling meteorite and succeeded in painting it in color. *
For several hours after the impact of the meteorite in the Ussuri
taiga, a columnar cloud 01 black smoke with a reddish-rose hue stood
·His unique painting now is one of the prized possessions of the Meteorite Committee
of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R.
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above the point of fall. Gradually, this cloud diffused outward, became
,curved, and then zig-zag in appearance, fi~y vanishing toward evening
t of the day of fall. The pennanency.: of .this remarkable "meteoric
.train," scarcely less' than the fact that the devastatioq wrought .by the
falling meteorites at impact with the earth was situated almost directly
below the airlane from Iman to Ulunga, insured disco\'iery of the region
of fall.
Compulsion to institute a search for the fallen body was supplied
not only by the extraordinary appearance of the blindingly bright fireball it-produced in its swift Hight through the air, but to an even greater
extent by the .fearsome acoustic phenomena which developed within
lI\oments after the disappearance of t:Qe fireball above the western spurs '
of the Sikhote-Alin Mountains. Out to a radius of at least 60 miles
from the place of fall, the inhabitants heard a powelful, long-continued
. root resemblin~ a cannonade by the heaviest artillery. In the inner portion of this circle of disturbance, the air wave was violent enough to
blow snow off,roof-tops and to shake the walls of houses until doors
swung in and out. In many houses, window glasses were shattered or
shaken out of frames, and coals and firebrands were jarred out of stoves.
Deep in the earth in a mine shaft, the miners' lamps were extinguished
by the s~ong vibrations in the air.
The few persons abroad near the point of impact, like Forester Ashlaban, who was supervising the cutting of trees in the woods only 9 miles
to ,the west of the point of impact (~nd not at a. distance of 50 miles"
as erroneously given in one widely publicized version of the SikhoteAlin faUpublished in the U. 5.81 ), observed the phenomena of fall at
their terrifying maxima. To Ashlaban, whose attention was attracted
to the sky by his noticing an inexplicable second shadow rapidly rotating about. the base of the tree that cast it, the blindingly bright fireball
seemed twice as large as the sun and threw off sparks of all colors as it
passed. Soon after the fireball plunged ~down out of sight into the trees,
noise 'as of a cannonade began and a great dark cloud, which later appeared of a reddish-rose hue by transmitted light, billowed up above the
point of impact ~th the earth. In spite of the nearness of the meteorite's trajectory to Ashlaban, he reported neither sensible airwaves nor
noticeable vibration of the frozen ground on which he stood. It may
seem curious that such meteoritic shock wave effects, which are invariable concomitants of the passage of meteorites of even modest size; and
which, moreover, as has been pointed out above, were disturbingly
evident to eyewitnesses of the Ussuri fall much less favorably placed

(
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than Ashlaban, should have been- so completely overlooked by him.
The explanation of this partial sensory "anaesthesia" is, however, not
difficult to find. One need only recall that at Nagasaki, for example,
the very heavy rumbling explosion of the world's second A-bomb was
not distinctly noted by those survivors near the center of destruction
who were exposed to the maximum intensity of the light and heat
emitted by the bomb.ss Here again, we ha\'e clear evidence of that
kinship earlier stressed by the writer S9 between the overpowering phe- "nomena produced by nuclear explosions and those incident to macrometeorite falls.' Throughout the vast area within which the fireball was visible or
audible, birds and animals, as well as men, were terrified to a greater
c?
or lesser extent. Just as in northeastern New Mexico at the time of the
spectacular Point of Rocks meteorite fall of March 6, 1951, chickens
raced for cover; whining dogs pressed against the legs of their masters;
coveys of birds were flushed into the air, screeching in alarm; herds of
goats scattered in every direction; and cows lowed mournfully.
Impelled by the prodigious phenomena of light and sound detailed
above, no less than by the enduring consternation they engendered
throughout a vast territory, search was speedily instituted for the fallen
meteorites. Two fliers ~f the Khabarovsk Geological Authority, Alexei
Ageev and Pavel Fircikov, while in flight on February 12. from the
hores of the Japanese Sea to Khabarovsk, had observed the passage of
the Ussuri fireball and made note of the place where it went down.
Within the next 24 hours, a pilot of the Iman Airdrome, B. Seminov,
actually flew across the area devastated by the falling meteorite and
called attention to its location. On February 15, fliers Ageev and Fircikov again flew over the area of devastation and confirmed Seminov's
reports.
The sensational stories of widespread cratering and destruction told
by the three aviators resulted in immediate organization of ground
search partie$. at Khabarovsk and Vladivostok. The search party from
the former city consisting of the following members of the Arnur
Branch of the Geological Society, V. A. Armoluk, V. V. Onihimovski,
and D. G. Tatarinov, was flown ~n byAgeev and Fircikov to the village
of Kharkovo, the inhabited point nearest to the area of fall. After an
extremely hazardous landing, these..geologists, burdened down with
equipment and supplies, began the slow laborious hike into the inhospitable, trail-less taiga, wading in hip-deep snow and sleeping under
arctic conditionS"heneath the open sky.

~
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Almost simultaneously, F. K. Shipulin, of Vladivostok, started out
from the railroad line up the Ussuri valley to search for the fallen meteorite. His search encountered difficulties even sutpassing those faced
by the Arnur geologists. Not only was his trip from the railway much
longer than the path followed by the party from Khabarovsk, but he
lacked the invaluable information regarding the precise place of fall
that they had obtained from aviators who had flown over it; and, as a
result, he had to make his way laboriously from point to point, interrogating every eyewitness of the meteorite fall he encountered, and thus
by a process of successive approximations gradually ascertaining the
probaJ?le location of the point of impact.
Shipulin, however, was fortunate enough to enlist the aid of hunters
• P. Bergan and V. Smimov in his search, and was thus enabled to live
off the land, eating fried quail shot by his companions and drinking
. melted snow water. Although unburdened by packs of supplies, the
members of the Shipulin party soon recognized that the felt boots
they wore would constitute an almost insuperable handicap to swift
. progress on a long walk through the wet, snowy taiga. The three men
therefore discarded their boots and swathed their feet in soft, warm
grass enveloped in pieces of untanned leather tied with thongs. Aided
by this novel footwear, Shipulin and his companions were able to negotiate the deep, soft snow covering the taiga with such speed that they
reached the village, Kharkovo, within a day after Ageev and Fircikov
had landed the aitplanes there.
Shipulin's group promptly loaded a few meager supplies on a borrowed horse and started out to catch up with the Arnur geologists, making such good time that within half an hour after, the Khabarovsk party
reached the fringe of the ar,ea of fallon February 24, Shipulin and his
hunters had caught up with them. The combined group of searchers
then hurried on into the central region cratered by the meteorite fall,
where a scene of almost unparalleled destruction and desolation opened
up before them..
In the course of the next few days, dozens of photographs were
taken of masses of crushed pOtphyry (the country rock of the target
area) hurled hundreds 'of yards through the air; of denuded, upturned
trees; of stumps cut through as by a saw; of giant cedars splintered
where they stood or tom up by the roots and thrown scores of yards;
and especially of meteorite craters ranging in size from small cup-like
features to one huge basin with a diameter of more than 28 yards and
a depth of over 6 yards-a cavity large enough to hold a two-story house I
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Bolstered by these Rhotographs, the first persons to explore the crater
field produced by the 'ussuri meteorite fall, on their respective returns
to Khabarovsk ~nd Vladivostok, began to bombard the Academy of
~cie,nces of the U.S.S.R. with reports of their extraordinary discoveries.
So factual and well-documented were their rePorts that the. Russian
Academy, perhaps reminded of the remissness that had marked the
handling of the Podkamennaya Tunguska incident-a remissness for
decades the favorite target of attack by the great pioneer meteoriticist,
L. A. Kulik-decided at once to send a special scientific expedition to
investigate the Ussuri fall. This search party was placed under the direction of V. G. Fessenkow; and, after a crash program of preparation,
the Moscow contingent, travelling by airplane and fast train, left for
Vladivostok late in March.
. On the first of April, Fessenkow arrived in Vladivostok, where he
was met by E. L. Krinov, Secretary of the Meteorite Committee of
the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. To the staff of nine men led
by Fessenkow, the Commander of the Maritime Military District assigned 14 technicians to aid in the excavations contemplated at the site
of the meteorite fall. Because of snow storms in the taiga, Fessenkow's
expedition was detained for some time in Vladivostok. (It is of interest
to note that almost a year to the day later, the first field expedition
sent by the Institute of Meteoritics to search for the Norton County
meteorite was driven out of the strewn field by a violent blizzard that
blocked all highways in northwestern Kansas and adjoining parts of
Nebraska.)
while awaiting a change in the weather, the members of the Russian
Academy'S expedition profited by examination of the meteoritic materials already collected by the two groups of local scientists who had
previously visited the meteorite crater field.. They also re-questioned
many eyewitnesses brought to their attention by Shipuliil. Intrigued
by the specimens shown them and by the extraordinary reports told
them by Shipulin's witnesses, the members of the Academy expedition
became ever II)ore eager to reach the site of the meteorite fall. At last,
on the 22nd of Apnl, the expedition left by train for the city of Iman,
where its members were to be taken by trucks into the taiga. At Iman,
they learned that soldiers of the Coastal Command of the Armed
Forces of the U.S.S.R. had already been sent into the cratered area and
were engaged in building a hut to house the scientific expedition.
From Iman, the Academy party proceeded into the taiga along ~ road
paralleling the Iman river. In the course of the truck trip, the expedi-
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tion picked up two of its members, Divari and Karimov, who had been
sent ahead from Vladivostok for the purpose of interviewing additional
eyewitnesses of the meteqrite fall. On.the morning of the 26th of April,
reinforced by th~ loan of nine draft horses from a local Office of Forestry, the party pushed into the real taiga, lying just beyond Bitysuka
Brook.
Here they traveled at first on a temporary logging road constructed
by lumbermen during th~ ynnter of 1946-47. In places the road traversed several miles of almost impassable swamps, the members of the
expedition having-te ford streams flowing brimful from the spring
thaw by wading up to their knees in ice water; but when the logging
road terminated, even these hardships vanished from memory as the
weary explorers forced their way through the remaining 9 miles of taiga
separating them from the meteoritic strewn field. It was on this last
leg of the trip, according to Krinov, Deputy Leader of the expedition,
that the Academy party finally learned what the unique wilderness of
the trackless taiga really wasl
At last, in a stand of birches, the fatigued members of the expedition
saw the tent of the soldiers from the Coastal Command and, next to it,
the as yet unfinished hut to house the expedition. Exhausted as they
were, the members of the Academy party, with a pertinacity worthy of
the almost legendary Kulik, pressed on without stopping at the military
camp, and hurried into the meteoritic strewn field that was to become
the subject of an intense investigation J}ot only by this first but also by
three later Academy expeditions, the total time spent by the four parties
in field work amounting to more than 19 months.
The scientific data secured from labors as intensive and extensive as
those of the Academy expeditions are most impressive and serve to
arouse the envy of meteoriticists in countries less favored by macrometeorite falls and less conscious of the importance of meteoritics than
Russia. The results obtained, vast in quantity and high in quality, have
been comprehensively reviewed in an important memoir published by
Krinov. 40 His lengthy report, supplemented by additional information
kindly made available by him in personal letters to the writer, serves as
a basis for the following summary on the present status of what the
Russians term the Sikhote-Alin research project:
The extent and configuration of the strewn field of the Sikhote-Alin
shower have been determined. This field has been shown to be of
elliptical outline, the major axis of the ellipse lying nearly in the meridian and the area of the field amounting to no ~ 1.6 square
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kilometers. This exceedingly small area attests the low altitude of the
point at which the invading mass of solid nickel-iron broke into fragments. In all, more than 20,000 meteoritic fragments and whole individual meteorites have been recovered by members of the various
Academy expeditions. Many were found by visual search, but in the
Sikhote-A1in strewn field, as much earlier at the Odessa, Texas meteorite crater, the use of meteorite detectors (the Russians used landmine detectors rather than such specially devised radioscopes n as those
developed at Ohio State University for the Odessa search) was respon. sible for the largest and most important recoveries, which were almost
invariably found at considerable depths. The meteoritic specimens
found were distributed around, and on the internal slopes of, the largeand medium-sized craters in the southern portion of the strewn field,
as well as in the smaller meteorite craters and penetration funnels. A
great many of the specimens were found inthe almost craterless northern portion of the strewn field.
The Russians systematically collected soil samples from the strewn
field in order that a study might be made not only of droplets congealed
from molten meteoritic material, but also of the very tinest angular
fragments and meteoritic dust with which the ground in the crater field
was .
Krinov, in particular, has published exceedingly de. ed and interes " g studies on the droplets and finely comminuted
meteoritic material arising from the Sikhote-A1in fall.
lt has been determined that the range in weight of the individual
Ussuri specm(ens is extreme. The smallest weigh no more than a
thousandth part of a gram, while the largest individual meteorite so
far exhumed weighed 1,745,000 grams. The five largest specimens recovered had an integrated wei.ght of 3745 kg. (approximately 8240
pounds). The total weight of Ussuri specimens actually recovered and
tr~nsported to Moscow amounts to 23 tons. Earlier reports that these
recoveries weighed between 30 and 37 tons were found to be decided
over-estimates. It is still believed, however, that approximately 70 tons
of nic~eWron (of which some 47 tons still remain buried in the SikhoteAlin ~ewn field) reached the earth at the time of the fall; and that
the total extra-atmospheric mass of the invading meteorite was of the
order of several hundred tons, of which at least 200 tons ablated off
in the atmosphere to form the giant long-enduring meteoritic dust
clouds that were such an outstanding feature of the Ussuri fall; and are
so admirably portrayed in Medvedev's famous painting.
Chemical analysis of the recovered material shows that the percent-
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age of iron in it ranges from 93.25. to 93.7, and that the percentages pf
nickel, cobalt, phosphorus, and sulfur are 5.27, 0-47, 0.20, and 0.06<},
respectively. From the results of the chemical analysis and from his
own study of the internal structure of the Sikhote-Aliil specimens,
Kri~ov has classified the Ussuri meteorite as a coarsest octahedrite.
While the writer has objected to this classification of the Ussuri meteorite both on chemical grounds (normally, the coarsest octahedrites are
found to contain a considerably higher percentage of nickel than that
currently credited ·to the Ussuri specimens by the Russians) and also
on the basis of 'the internal structure exhibited by the beautiful Ussuri
specimens obtained from the Meteorite Committee of the U.S.S.R. in
exchange for fragments of the Norton achondrite, he can only hope the
Soviet identification is correct; for, if it is, the Lake Murray, Oklahoma
granular hexahedrite recovered by the Institute in 1952.2 will remain
by far the largest example of this rare and highly significant type of
meteorite so far found in the world. (Plate IV.)
The various Academy expeditions determined the loca~ion of the
points of impact of 383 sizable Ussuri projectiles. On~ hundred and
twenty-two of these impacts resulted in what might properly be termed
craters, and 78 in the production of small penetration funnels or holes,
the remainder of the meteorites having been found scattered essentially
on the surface of the ground. ~rinov has publi.shed a minutely detailed
subdivision, aIlocatihg each of the 383 places of impact to some one
of ten different classifications.
The craters, which were principally concentrated in the southernmost half square kilometer of the strewn field, had diameters ranging
from 0.5 m. to more than 28 m. Of the total of 200 craters and penetration canals, 181 were excavated. Furthermore, in the case of those
craters that were excavated, subsurface effects were searched for and
studied in detail. Three ·typical craters, with diameters of 1.0 m.,
12.3 m., and 17.2 m., were left untouched·in the crater field, and protective coverings.were placed over them to preserve their features unchanged for posterity in the National Meteorite Crater Preserve that
Russia has now established in the Ussuri area.
Aerial photographic coverage of the entire area of fall was obtained
by the expeditions, and topographic mapping of the region in question
was carried out. In addition, geologic and magnetometric surveys of the
crater area were made. During the period of field work, more than 500
photographs and 25 pairs of stereo-photographs were taken of the
meteorite craters and of shattered trees and other damage produced by
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the infalling meteorites. Furthermore, more than 2000 meters of motion picture film were exposed in the crater area, from which in 1956
the judiciously edited 3s-mm. film documentary on the Ussuri fall mentioned earlier was prepared.
As regards the nature of.the giant missile from "outer space" whose
intrusion into the mundane world created the devastated area so thoroughly investigated by the Russian expeditions, it is the present writer's
opinion that the conclusions reached by the Soviet Academy's theoreticians are less well founded than those (summarized above) of its
field men and laboratory technicians. The observed azimuths and altitudes of designated points on the apparent path of the Ussuri fireball,
and the estimated duration of its flight acrosS the sky, were obtained
from more than 300 eyewitnesses of the event who were personally
interrogated by members of the various field parties sent out by the
Academy. Unquestionably, the rich mass of observational data thus
acquired has been reduced with all requisite care by N. B. Divari!S
Unfortunately, for reasons already alluded to, these data only suffice
to determine with some precision the most luminous, and therefore
lowest-lying terminal portion of the path of the Ussuri iron through the
atmosphere. How enormous was the head resistance met in the dense
air encountered along this portion of its trajectory is clearly revealed
by the pulverizing disintegration the invading mass of solid nickel-iron
experienced before it ever struck the earth. To- the ballistician, a necessary co~comitant of this excessively violent interacqon between the
terrestrial air-shield and the cosmic missile is an almbst inconceivably
great deceleration of the latter." (Even Colonel Stapp would not have
relished a ride on Ussuri during its last few seconds in the air!) The
average speed of the Ussuri meteorite insofar as it has been determined
from the observations of the terminal portion of the fireball path available to Divari therefore must be only a fraction of the extra-atmospheric
speed possessed by this body; and, consequently, unless the true extraatmospheric speed of the Ussuri meteorite is determined (by addition
to the small average terminal speed of a proper correction for the effect
of excessive deceleration) before an orbit calculation is attempted, the
computed result will present little resemblance indeed to the orbit
which the great iron mass actually followed in space.
An attack on this very difficult problem has been made by V. G.
Fessenkow,'5 but several errors, mathematical and otherwise, occur in
his work; and the writer cannot accept as definitive the asteroidal-type
orbit he favors for Ussuri. The interested reader is referred to my critical
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analysis and reworking by new methods of the similar asteroidal-type
orbit found for the Pultusk aerolite by C. C. Wylie.48 The strongly
hyperbolic velocities found by the writer for Pultusk and several other
well-observed meteorite falls may puzzle those who uncritically accept
Fessenkow's assertion that "The very first application of the exact photographic method for the registration of meteoric velocities has shown
that in all dIses these velocities have an elliptical chanicter."47 That the
quoted assertion is in error has been pointed out in a critique of photographic meteor velocities appended to the translation of Fessenkow's
otherwise valuable paper.48 An even blunter appraisal of the methods
by means of which hyperbolic velocities have been deliberately avoided
by those in charge of one photographic meteor program is given in
the writer's review of the book, Comets and Meteor Streams, recently
published by the English authority, J. G. Porter.49
In summary, the question as to whether the earth was struck a devastating blow on February 12, 1947 by a fellow member of the Solar
System or, rather, by a foreign intruder from interstellar space remains
an unsettled and most intriguing problem on the docket of future meteoritical research.
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Presented here is the principal text 6f the University of New Mexico Fifth
Annual Research Lecture, delivered by Dr. Lincoln LaPaz on May 2, 1958,
under the title of "Some Aspects of Meteoritics." Dr. LaPaz prepared for his
distinguished career in mathematics, astronomy and meteoritics with studies
at the University of Wichita, Kansas (A.B., 1920) and at Harvard University
(A.M., 1922), where he was University Scholar in Mathematics. At the
.- l;'niversity of Chicago (Ph.D., 1928) he was National Research Council
Fellow in Mathematics. Progressively assistant, associate, and full professor
at Ohio State University, LaPaz directed the first and second Ohio State
University Meteorite Expeditions. During 1943-45, LaPaz did research on
the Japanese balloon offensive, on ballistic problems connected with the
B-29, and' on airplane accident analysis for the Office of Scientific Research
and Development. Dr. LaPaz came to the University of New Mexico in
1945 as Professor and Head of the Department of Mathematics and Astronomy and Director of the Institute of Meteoritics. He is now Director of the
Division of Astronomy and of the Institute of Meteoritics.
His several books and more than one hundred research and expository
papers and book reviews attest to the soundness of his scholarship, but a
more unique testimonial is the bright crater, fOmlerly known as Byrgius A,
center of one of the largest ray systems on the Moon. In recognition of
Lincoln LaPaz' work in establishing the theory that this and other lunar
ray-craters in all probability originated from the impact of giant meteorites
with the earth's satellite, the crater has been christened LaPaz.
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